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with time for discussion …

A SPEEDY PRESENTATION



MODEL TECHNIQUE
To bring the art of modelling optimisation problems in shipping logistics in line 
with first principles from corporate finance. 

1. In order to maximise the value of the firm, projects are to be selected on the 
basis of their Net Present Value (NPV) based on future profits (after tax)

2. In choosing between projects of different duration, care should be given 
towards understanding how the timing of future investments is contingent 
on today’s choices

3. With respect to probabilistic future outcomes, rationality cannot dictate risk 
attitude, i.e. whether an individual should be risk neutral, risk averse or risk 
loving. 



1. Net Present Value (NPV)
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Sunk costs not to be considered.



2. Projects of different duration
A firm needs to choose between machine A or machine B to do the same job (*) 𝛼 = 0.06.

𝑁𝑃𝑉𝐴 𝛼 = 28.11 > 𝑁𝑃𝑉𝐵 𝛼 = 24.24 ; 

𝐴𝑆𝐴 𝛼 = 7.91 < 𝐴𝑆𝐵 𝛼 = 8.8

(*) Note.  Example adapted from Brealey and Meyers (2003, p. 132), with 𝛼 = 0.06.  These authors claim that because the 2 machines produce exactly the same product, the 
only way to choose is on the basis of cost. This is incorrect as it does not account for the NPV of revenue streams. If not including revenues in the NPV comparison above, for 
example, project B would be preferred!



3. Risk attitude in the presence of probabilistic outcomes

How do you rank the following two lotteries ?

What if you have the choice between many lotteries ?

How do you know that decisions made are consistently consistent with your attitude to risk ?



APPLICATION: Optimal speed of a ship?
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Fuel consumption per day as a function of speed 𝑣
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We focus on transport of dry/wet bulk.

Given a pre-defined order of visits to ports where the time of 
arrival at each port has been decided, what is the optimal speed 
on each leg?



NPV framework



Optimal speeds – when allowed to vary for future journey repetitions 

* As repetitions increase, optimal speeds converge (SLOWLY) from below to the 𝑃∞ solution (≈
𝑅𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛 1982): that solution is an upper bound with a large optimality gap for 𝑀 ≤ 10.

* The one repetition model 𝑃1 ≈ 𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐾𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑠 2014 usually gives a close lower 
bound to the optimal speeds  in 𝑃𝑀 for 𝑀 ≤ 7.

First time the 
chain effect is 
calculated  for 
shipping?



Optimal speeds as a function of contract duration

𝑀∗ = 1 is equal to 𝑃1 solution

In limit converges to 
𝑃∞ solution

First time 
presented on 
IMSF 2018 by 
authors 



Optimal speeds as a function of days left on the contract



Optimal speeds as a function of order of execution



A day saved in ports … (Hypothesis posed by Johnson & Styhre 2015)

has no effect (or a slight increase in speeds)



A day saved in ports … (Hypothesis posed by Johnson & Styhre 2015)

First time the 
hypothesis is 
rejected for time 
charter context?

has no effect (or a moderate increase in speeds)



DRIVERS of ship speed
In 𝑃1 mainly fuel prices, DWT carried, time charter hire, leg distance and also freight rates (*)

-> Similar to Psaraftis and Kontovas (2014), but NPV model also identifies (*). Decomposition may be acceptable.

In 𝑃∞ mainly freight rates, fuel prices, DWT carried, leg distance and also (un)loading costs and 
harbour times (*)

-> Similar to Ronen (1982), but NPV model also identifies (*), and one cannot use decomposition.

In 𝑃𝑀 possible impact from fuel prices, freight rates, time charter hire, (un)loading costs and 
harbour times 

but depends on whether the number of roundtrips stays the same or changes and whether or not the contract horizon is a 
binding constraint. 



Optimal speed and risk attitude

Weather can be normal with probability 𝑝1 achieving profit target by executing travel plan

Weather can be bad and then with probability 𝑝2 we can catch up with the original plan at the 
cost of additional fuel consumption.

Weather can be very bad and we cannot catch up with probability 𝑝3 and consume additional 
fuel. 

Which option is preferred may depend on risk attitude of decision maker. 



Redelivery clause – e.g. Exonmobil2000 vs ShellTime4 ?



Time Charter Hire – fixed daily rate vs revenue sharing

With revenue sharing under case 1, the charterer earns more over the duration of the contract 
and will execute the contract faster by about 10 days. 

It depends also on how floor and ceiling are set. 



Conclusions: Ship speed depends on…
1. Numbers (ship characteristics, contract details, economic data, …)

2. How the DECISION MAKERS MAKE DECISIONS in particular how they do wish to account for
◦ relevant future for the ship

◦ evolution of economic and operational conditions  

◦ consideration of probabilistic outcomes and the methods by which risk is measured and evaluated

3. The model used (if any) in support of the decision making. The NPV methodology can integrate 
different existing modelling frameworks (see also next slide) but needs further development and 
evaluation through practical case studies.  

4. The situation at hand. Even identical ships under identical circumstances in terms of journey and 
job characteristics may travel at different speeds e.g. as a consequence of differences in the 
decision maker’s strategy for future profit maximisation (within acceptable safety standards). 

This supports the hypothesis that the empirical observations about the wide distribution of ship 
speeds of ships with identical characteristics and journey types (see Prakash et al., 2016) is not 
accidental but due to deliberate choice.



Conclusions about the NPV methodology

1. Building logistics models is often considered an `art’. Many logistics models optimise over 
decision variables that affect the duration of sub-processes. In such models over longer time 
periods, the time value of money may need to be considered. 

2. In models that do not consider this time value of money explicitly, one needs to consider 
financial holding costs, which are opportunity costs from incurring costs at earlier times, but 
which may not be straightforward to correctly express. More importantly, one often forgets to 
include opportunity rewards (from moving revenues to earlier times or costs to later times). 

3. Starting from cash-flow functions helps in making this modelling process more rigorous. One 
does not need to postulate opportunity costs or rewards, only real cash-flows. Such models give 
better assurance that the decisions reached will help the firm to maximise its present value.  

4. The difference between average profit (AS) and total profit maximisation (NPV) can be huge. 
For example, determining the optimal ship speeds along the legs on a pre-determined route is 
highly dependent on whether we consider the AS or NPV criterion. 



QUESTIONS and DISCUSSION ?

Why ships travel at different speeds 
– it is about how the decision maker thinks about the relevant future
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